2014 buick verano

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. When you're ready to upgrade your ride, opt for this Buick Verano Base, which includes
features such as remote starter, braking assist, dual climate control, stability control, traction
control, anti-lock brakes, dual airbags, side air bag system, digital display, and airbag
deactivation. With a 5-star crash test rating, this is one of the safest vehicles you can buy.
Complete with a sleek black exterior and a medium titanium interior, this vehicle is in high
demand. You won't believe the amazing sound quality from this vehicle's CD player. Save time
with remote starter. Locking your vehicle is a simple click with hands-free keyless entry! Call
today and take this one out for a spin! Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the
week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at
9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays
Mon-Fri. Great Financing and extended service contracts available!! Davis Certified. Free
Vehicle History Report included. Easy 10 Minute Credit Approvals. Please contact dealer to
verify price, options and other vehicle details. Prices based on dealer financing. Please visit All
advertised prices do not include dealer installed options, dealer addendum, government fees
and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer document preparation charge. Convenience Group
trim. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations
based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy
of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Odometer is miles below market
average! Only ONE previous owner and 26 service history records!!! Low mileage! This Verano
was clearly well cared for by it's previous owner! Don't miss out on this low priced, economical,
yet refined Buick sedan! Schedule an appointment with one of our highly trained and
remarkably passionate sales associates today! Grubbs Infiniti is a family owned dealership
serving DFW since Grubbs Gives is involved with charity work in local schools and other
programs. Through our Drive 2 Give program we have offered local schools and teachers an
opportunity to earn funds to support them. We offer 6 custom lounges with available work
spaces, a child's playroom with coloring books, crayons, TV's and comfortable child
appropriate seating options. In addition we have a private nursing room for the comfort of both
nursing mothers and babies. Complimentary Starbucks coffee, soda refreshments including
Coke and Dr Pepper are available in the cafe that is also stocked with premium snacks and
offers complimentary WiFi. We are open 6 days a week for your convenience! All vehicles are
required to meet all PA State Inspection safety and emissions requirements. All vehicles are
sold with 2 keys, no branded titles, and no 'As-Is' vehicles are sold at Thomas. All vehicles are
detailed at the time of sale AND each customer receives a vehicle inspection report and a
vehicle history report so you can rest assured knowing that you are buying an excellent vehicle!
Thank you for being an educated consumer! Beware; all pre-owned vehicles are not created
equal! Any prior accident or a history of not being properly maintained causes an immediate
rejection. We then sell our rejected vehicles at auction or offer them to other dealers and they
offer them to the public. Vehicles with stock photos have open R. Vehicle sale price will be
honored with the cost of accessories or R. Internet Price Includes Bonus Cash. Reduced pricing
of any kind cannot be combined with any additional offers or promotions. Equipped with a
remote starter, backup camera, braking assist, dual climate control, stability control, traction
control, anti-lock brakes, dual airbags, side air bag system, and digital display, this Buick
Verano Base is a must for smart drivers everywhere. Stay safe with this 4 dr sedan's 5 out of 5
star crash test rating. With a ravishing white exterior and a medium titanium interior, this
vehicle is a top pick. Get on the road faster with remote starter. Don't wait until it is too late! Call
today to schedule an appointment. Driver 6-Way Power Seat Adjuster. The Contemporary
Automotive Advantage! Take your hand off the mouse because this Buick Verano is the car
you've been trying to find. They don't come much fresher than this! Contemporary Automotive
would like to invite you to our dealership, to view the areas largest Pre-owned inventory. Visit
our website, Most Vehicles qualify for a for a 5yr Extended Warranty!! Very well kept in every
aspect. This Verano has always been dealer serviced and maintained at the highest level. When
you drive this car it is obvious right from the start that this is not your typical Verano This is the
one you search for but can never find! Call today before its gone! The Verano also has more
sophisticated road manners than you might expect from a small sedan. This ad could have
errors so you must review the ad details and the actual vehicle. Check odometer at time of sale.
Every vehicle has had paint or body repair. Ding removal and or touch up would make this
statement true for every vehicle sold. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Manual 2. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent

price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This car is all out amazing. No joke man. Its beautifully
designed and well built. My very first car was a Buick Regal and Buick has come a long way. I
came out of a Ford Explorer so getting in and out of the Buick Verano takes some getting use
to. The style and view of this car is nice. I feel good about driving it daily. I am confident about it
being outside while I work in a rough area in NY. It picks up like a 6 cylinder but its a 4 cylinder.
The leather seas are nice and full and nothing is cheap about the car and that's why I
understand the price I paid for it. Touch screen, rear camera for the car being in reverse, heated
seats and lane assist. This car is beautiful. Not much rear passenger seating but that's okay
because I have a small child. I feel good about this purchase and this car makes me want to stay
in the family of the American built Buick. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Buick Verano is
caught between the less expensive Chevrolet Cruze on which it's built and more respected
models higher on the luxury-car food chain. The Verano is positioned as an entry-level compact
luxury sedan tasked primarily with snaring up young drivers, with high hopes they'll stick with
the brand as they get older. The base Verano comes standard with inch wheels, foglights, cruise
control, remote engine start, dual-zone automatic climate control, a tilt-and-telescoping steering
wheel, a 7-inch touch screen, Bluetooth connectivity, OnStar, satellite radio, and Buick's
IntelliLink. The Convenience Group adds a blind-spot warning system and rear parking sensors,
while the Leather Group adds a push-start button, leather upholstery with heated seats for front
passengers, and a premium Bose audio system. These models come standard with an Ecotec 2.
The Verano Premium Group is the Turbo model, which is powered by a 2. That power is sent to
the Verano's front wheels via a six-speed automatic, though a six-speed manual is optional. In a
late comparison involving the Buick Verano Turbo and the Acura ILX , we preferred the Verano
Turbo because of its much quieter cabin, performance on twisty sections of pavement, and an
easier interface with a bigger touch screen compared to the Acura's. Buick's IntelliLink
infotainment system with text message support has also been enhanced with Siri Eyes Free and
smartphone voice recognition. Heated front seats are now standard on Convenience, Leather
and Turbo models. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The
actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills,
so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Buttery smooth ride Supple leather seats
Punchy turbocharged engine. Clunky manual transmission Body roll Vague steering feel.
Expand All Vehicle Overview. Key Competitors. A luxe compact with room for improvement. All
Model Years The Buick Verano deftly delivers luxury car qualities to the small car realm. It's a
great choice if you're set on buying a compact sedan, but keep in mind that similarly priced
midsize cars offer more space and superior fuel efficiency. In the automotive world, it used to
be that "luxury" was synonymous with size. But that's been changing in recent years, and the
Buick Verano is a fine example. This entry-level luxury sedan has compact dimensions, yet still
offers an attractively trimmed interior with reasonable room for four occupants and their
luggage. The Verano also has more sophisticated road manners than you might expect from a
small sedan. Factor in its modest price tag, and this Buick is a compelling proposition
alongside compact and midsize sedans from other premium-brand automakers. The Verano
doesn't have a lot of flashy styling details, and its overall design is more sedate than some of
Buick's other models. But the look is in line with the reserved character many prefer from an
upscale car. The same is true for the interior, which is a cut above everyday family cars with
nice materials and an impressively long list of standard luxury and technology features. Buick
gives you a choice of two engines. The standard horsepower 2. The turbocharged 2. This
Verano is quick, and if you're so inclined, you can even get it with a six-speed manual
transmission in lieu of the more popular six-speed automatic. The population of compact
near-luxury sedans remains small, and not many of them put all the pieces together as well as
the Verano. Both cost more when similarly equipped, and the Acura simply doesn't offer as
many safety and tech features, nor is it as quick or refined as Buick's small sedan. The
Mercedes is more fashionable and luxurious than the Verano, but its tight rear seat will likely
make it less appealing if you're frequently taking along passengers. In that latter regard, even
the Verano can't replicate the stretch-your-legs, all-day comfort of a midsize or full-size luxury
sedan. If that's a downside for you, it's a good idea to check out midsize cars like the Ford
Fusion, Honda Accord and Nissan Altima, which cost about the same as the Verano while
offering a great deal more space and, in many cases, better fuel economy. If a small, premium
sedan is really what you want, though, the well-rounded Buick Verano is a fine choice. The
Convenience Group brings heated side mirrors, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, rear parking
sensors, heated front seats and a six-way power driver seat with manual recline. Standard
safety features include blind-spot, forward-collision, lane-departure and rear cross-traffic
warning systems. The Leather Group adds keyless ignition and entry, leather upholstery, a

heated steering wheel and a nine-speaker Bose audio system. The Premium Group is the Turbo
model. It features a more powerful turbocharged 2. A sunroof is optional for all Verano models,
and a navigation system is optional for all except the base model. Base power for the Buick
Verano is a 2. A six-speed automatic with a manual-shift feature is the only transmission
offered. A turbocharged 2. A six-speed automatic transmission is standard, but a six-speed
manual transmission is optional. In Edmunds performance testing, a Verano with the 2. On the
other hand, the Verano Turbo hit 60 in 6. Standard safety features for the Buick Verano include
antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, front seat side airbags, side curtain airbags,
rear seat side airbags, and front-seat knee airbags. The standard OnStar system includes
automatic crash notification, on-demand roadside assistance, an emergency button, stolen
vehicle locator and active intervention, and remote door unlock. All Buick Veranos come with a
rearview camera and rear parking sensors, and starting with the Convenience Group, you also
get blind-spot, forward-collision, lane-departure and rear cross-traffic warning systems. In
government crash tests, the Verano earned a top five-star overall rating , with five stars for total
frontal-impact protection and five stars for total side-impact protection. In crash testing by the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, the Verano received the highest possible rating of
"Good" in the moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side and roof-strength tests. The Verano's ride is
probably its most appealing attribute. It backs up its luxury car aspirations by providing a
supple, comfortable ride over almost any road surface. It's also supremely quiet in the cabin at
highway speeds. At the same time, Buick's small sedan is steady and composed around turns,
and its steering is precise with appropriate effort levels. We wouldn't exactly call the Verano's
handling invigorating, but it's certainly competent. Performance from the Buick Verano's
standard 2. Still, we'd be inclined to upgrade to the Turbo, which provides brisk performance on
the highway with minimal sacrifice in fuel economy. It may be a compact car, but the Buick
Verano is deceptively roomy. Drivers of any size can get comfortable behind the wheel and will
find plenty of seat adjustability. However, the absence of power recline adjustment for the
seatback it adjusts manually is a disappointment in a near-luxury car, as is the lack of
driver-seat memory function. And while the Verano has reasonable backseat legroom, it's still
not as accommodating as a midsize sedan, especially in the rear center position. We suspect
some of the rear seat room was relegated to the trunk, which measures The Verano's dashboard
has a sleek and subdued layout, which is marred only by a few too many buttons. The standard
7-inch touchscreen presents information in large, legible characters, and the arrangement of its
icons can be customized as on a smartphone. Buick's IntelliLink infotainment connection
allows integration of Pandora and Stitcher radio apps, too. As with some other
touchscreen-based systems, the Verano's interface can occasionally be annoying, as it's slow
to register finger inputs and sometimes misses commands entirely. The Verano's interior is
well-assembled, with tight fits between panels and, for the most part, higher-grade plastics than
what you'll find in mainstream midsize sedans. A few of the trim pieces don't quite make the cut
in an entry-level luxury sedan -- a reminder that the Verano is related to the Chevrolet Cruze.
Available styles include 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Buick Verano. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Buick lease specials Check out Buick Verano lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Mediocre base engine less backseat space than similarly priced midsize cars. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. New safety features available on the Buick Verano include forward-collision and
lane-departure warning systems. Heated front seats are now standard in all Veranos, except the
base model. In Edmunds brake testing, the Verano came to a stop from 60 mph in a
class-average feet. Read more. Write a review See all 21 reviews. This car is all out amazing. No
joke man. Its beautifully designed and well built. My very first car was a Buick Regal and Buick
has come a long way. I came out of a Ford Explorer so getting in and out of the Buick Verano
takes some getting use to. The style and view of this car is nice. I feel good about driving it
daily. I am confident about it being outside while I work in a rough area in NY. It picks up like a 6

cylinder but its a 4 cylinder. The leather seas are nice and full and nothing is cheap about the
car and that's why I understand the price I paid for it. Touch screen, rear camera for the car
being in reverse, heated seats and lane assist. This car is beautiful. Not much rear passenger
seating but that's okay because I have a small child. I feel good about this purchase and this car
makes me want to stay in the family of the American built Buick. Read less. Sonny D. Good
looking car for old or young. Great inside, really looks good. Nice quite ride. Good road
handling. Poor MPG, but not all that bad. My av. Large trunk for a compact car. Have 5, plus on
car. Info ctr. I really like this car. After Same feeling about car as above. No service problems at
all. Now, Car at almost 20,00 miles. Still love this car.. Sorry to see GM stop this model. The
roads around York Co. PA are really bad but this car handles them well. No noise issues from
car on bad bumpy wash board roads. Tires are wearing good. On thing I do wish this car had, is
a lumbard rest on the back of the drivers seat. Still a great car, my wife loves it! Drove it in the
snow one morning last week and it did fine. Roads snow covered. Nice car pleased with it! With
roads filled with Camrys, Accords, and Fusions, why not take a look at the Buick Verano, a nice
entry level luxury sedan. Built on the same platform as the Chevy Cruze, and that's where the
comparison stops. Buick designed a completely different body and shares few interior parts. It
is conservatively styled and elegant. When compared in looks to its siblings the Verano fits
right in but as a compact. It has a classy quite interior with comfortable seating. The rear will be
a little cramped for some. The 2. This is the same engine used for the larger base Regal. I
average around 23 MPG, not great but considering the ride and smooth shifting transmission
it's no sacrifice. The cabin environment is very inviting and features 10 airbags. I have the
convenience group in mine, it adds auto night adjusting rear view mirror, partial power drivers
seat, lane change warning, frontal collision warning, heated seats, side warning system added
to the standard back up camera, all this added to a long list of standard equipment. There is a
pretty user friendly infotainment system with voice command blue tooth, standard. The dash
has some clutter but glows light blue at night. The Verano feels like a larger car and offers
excellent value. You won't look like everyone else driving one. Well after having the car nearly
three years there is a major paint deteriation issue mostly on the roof and trunk lid. Others have
had this problem too! The car is out of warranty but GM has given me a minimal allowance to
have a local dealer paint portions of the car. I am still confronting the dealer for lousy
workmanship and a run down battery that they won't addmit to techs negligence. Everything
else is peachy! See all 21 reviews of the Used Buick Verano. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the Verano. Sign Up. No problems has been a great car! Trunk holds lots of groceries. Back
seats fold down. Does well in the snow with snow tires. This car is only a cylinder but I use
premium gasoline to give it some extra pep. Really a great luxury car. Can also start your car by
your remote to heat it up in the winter time. Great car. The first four years the car was great even
took it on an 18 hour road trip but after that I started having problems, the car began to slow
down feel heavy, took it to the shop and nothing was wrong, did a transmission flush but it still
had a hard time going over 60 mph. Took forever to get up to 60 mph. Love this car, 4 cylinder,
great gas mileage, have been trouble free since I bought it, and am so sorry they have quit
making it - would love to buy another.. Very comfortable, four door with trunk.. Have had to buy
a battery and new tires, but that little maintenance not unusual. I definitely would not
recommend this vehicle. This Buick Verano has given me nothing but trouble since I bought it is
a and I bought it in the same year. I have bought four batteries. The car will not start still after
four batteries the batteries were all good after I took them off of the car. Because of the
reliability that it lacks I've been late for work my kids to been late for school there are other
events that I couldn't attend nor my kids. I've been stuck home with no transportation. I've been
stuck in public places such as parking lots or work or school. Nothing seems to work. I have
contacted Buick about this problem. I've contacted the dealership about this problem. It seems
that they just want to make bigger problems because I refuse to help me out. I have taken about
as much of this car as I'm able to take I have a very large amount of patients but they're running
dry. I know for a fact that I'm not the only one with this problem. I've even so much as turned it
off and immediately try to turn it back on with no result Nevermind the embarrassment of having
to jump your car off with a jumper box or ask somebody for a jump every time I come out of the
grocery store every time I leave work every time I want to leave my home. Reliable is one thing
this car is not. Pretty, yes. Fast, yes. Roomy for a small car, yes. Reliable, no, never has been.
Do I recommend this car, absolutely not if you like to be on time to anywhere. No problems at
all, it is one of the most comfortable cars I've had, interior of high end of most cars. Value,
quality,very well made machine. Rides with a lot of pick up. The performance is
outstanding,Buick really made a nice car when the made the verano. I would buy again. I bought

it used and haven't had many problems. The radio goes in and out at times but other than that I
am a Buick lover! My favorite part of the car when I drive is the ability to have four windows and
a sunroof. I like the fact that when I need to back up I have a camera so I can be extra caution
when I am driving. Also the Buick verano alerts me when there are cars close to me. I love my
verano as it is easy to drive. It gets good gas mileage and I think it is a sharp looking car. I
recommend this car for many of the above mentioned reasons. Cost wise I was reasonably
priced. The seating is very comfortable and spacious. There is plenty of space in the trunk. It is
a pretty good ride. Not too comfortable, I am too short and I need two pillows to be able to see
out of the window. I wish the front window has a panel that is longer so I am able to keep the
sun out. It does not have a GPS, it does have a camera for the back window. This car is highly
reliable. The seating is comfortable and the interior is quiet. The car gets good gas mileage and
has had no engine issues in the two years that I have owned it. The only thing this car is
missing is a higher horsepower engine to allow for a better pick up. This car is super sleek and
nice looking along with being affordable too! Touch screen, Bluetooth, and optional sunroof!
Back seats fold down flat and open into the truck for maximum room and loading. The inside is
also very spacious for front seat and back seat riders together! It is a very reliable vehicle and
has not had much trouble. It wasn't my first choice in car but turned out to be a smart choice. It
is less expensive than my previous car but still looks good and feels safe. Generally a worthy
purchase, especially if a rebate is available. I love all the features that came with my car! My top
feature is the navigation! I travel to work occasionally and if I did not have this navigation I do
not know what I would have did! It was friendly user which helped out a lot. My 18 year old
daughter set up my phone to pair with the radio which was another plus! It is a decent vehicle.
Would not buy a Buick again though. I have had issues with the cylinders. The Bluetooth does
not always work as it should. I should not have to disconnect and the try and reconnect my
device for it to work. But other than the Bluetooth technology, it is a decent vehicle. Planning on
this car running smoothly for at least k miles until I trade it in and so far no expensive parts
have needed to be replaced. My verano is very comfortable, stylish and solid. It is very reliable
and has good technology for the model year. Though considered mid size compact it has good
space. Very large trunk also expands with full rear seat fold down. Negatives are slightly
underpowered, suspension tends to roll a bit, fuel mileage is not great, engine can be a bit noisy
when hot and has the issue with oil use. This gm engine is notorious for this so it seems to lose
or use about a quart between oil changes. I bought my Buick 5 years ago and I still love it. The
chocolate colored trim against the beige leather is beautiful! It drives great, handles smoothly.
At about 70, miles the check engine light came on with disables the remote start feature.
Downside is there are several blind spots! Also, the rear camera could be better. Very
comfortable size. Easy to drive. Love the heated steering wheel and seats. Nice sized trunk.
Convenient drop down back seat to hold long things in trunk. Very luxurious mocha color.
Decorative wheels. Easy in and out. Looks very new even tho it is a Reliable and decent fuel
economy. I have not had any expenses beyond planned maintenance. Very comfortable and
smooth ride. It is not fast but it look pretty stylish and the suspension provides a lot of comfort.
Not everyone else on the road has one either, which is a plus. Have had no problems major
problems with our Buick verano. The Bluetooth is not clear to some callers. But other than that
the vehicle is very quiet. Also outside noise is very quiet. The leather package is well worth it.
Good space in the backseat for our 2 kids. Overall we are very happy with the purchase. I am
not fond of the interior design of my vehicle. I bought the car in a rush due to urgency of
needing another vehicle that is compromised what I wanted. I prefer light interiors. In addition to
appearance, the car also does not ride 'smooth'. Key fob breaks easily. Mine will not turn car on
remotely anymore. Car still runs well on long trips, good on gas, and not much of a financial
burden. Other than the color which was a poor choice in a warm climate xd. It is black, and
tends to get very hot and show pollen in the spring and makes the leather seats very sticky, but
turning the car on with the ac makes it bearable. I love my Buick verano I have only had to
replace the battery and basic maintenance. I would highly recommend the Buicks as they are
very reliable and comfortable, the sound system outperforms the make in its class. Its my 2nd
Buick and I will look at the bucks again when I decide to trade this one in for a new one. My last
2 vehicles were a Buick. This car is sporty and comfortable. It's still roomy enough in the back
seat for kids and reliable. There is plenty of trunk space. I lived in Maine and it handled like a
dream in the snow and ice. I've never had any real problems with it, I just keep up with regular
maintenance. There have been no recalls. Reliable smooth ride good on gas looks like a luxury
car I love the white diamond color people stop and say what a pretty car air conditioning works
well great stereo system. Feels safe to ride when the weather is bad. I am very happy with my
Buick Verano and I recommend it all the time to friends and family. My granddaughter has the
same car it is her first car she got it at eighteen years. I was happy that she bought a Buick

Verano. The car works amazing. I have to often take long trips and it can stand the drives with
no issues. The only issue I have encountered was after a few months of owning it the paint
began to fade and oxidize. I did pay to have the paint redone, but since have had no other
issues. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near
o2 sensor chrysler sebring
subaru audio
acura ilx 2015
Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance
Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability
Reviews. Convenience Group. Leather Group. Premium Group. Search by keyword. Most
Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Sondra H wrote on December 22, Ashley O
wrote on December 19, Brookes wrote on November 5, Caismer W wrote on October 5, Kendra
W wrote on August 30, Susan D wrote on August 26, Laura S wrote on August 15, Brooke S
wrote on August 14, Cassidy P wrote on August 13, Paul S wrote on August 11, Latosha H wrote
on August 2, Mckayla C wrote on July 27, Max B wrote on July 23, Robert L wrote on July 16,
Sarah W wrote on July 16, Susan B wrote on July 16, Nate G wrote on July 16, Brian K wrote on
May 8, Kalynn R wrote on May 1, Michelle M wrote on May 1, Thomas C wrote on May 1, Sher H
wrote on April 9, Patricia M wrote on March 29, Christina M wrote on February 26, Continue to
Overview.

